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More than being just the 1" in thc 
marching band half-time "SjS" fOrma 
ton,










O'Sullivim said this year's group is po 
hi-
bly the best in years. Ten new additions
 
and one alternate were added to the
 
team 
following  their March 14 auditions. 
"This will be the most talented team 
we've
 
had,  she said. 
The team has gained a great reputa-
tion, said SJSU Marching Band 
Coordinator Scott Pierson. 
The  word has 
spread through the high school 
grapevines. 
O'Sullivan  said. "One girl 
(from Woodbridge
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end from where 
it
 all began, 
political science 
professor
 Ken Yeager and his 
sup-
porters anxiously 
waited  at their 
campaign  head-
quarters. In a few 
hours  the results of the March
 
26 elections would 
be 
in. 












for the 23rd 
Assembly





to become Santa Clara 
county's only openly gay 
politician. The district 
covers most of down-
town and east San Jose. 
From a warehouse 
behind the San Jose 
Arena, their grassroots 
campaign  began last June. 
On election night,
 Al Perez, an SJSU alum, and 
his fraternity brothers manned the beverage table 
of the potluck. For months, Delta Lambda Phi, 
the gay fraternity at SJSU, "helped him do 
pre( iii t walks,
 mailings, phone soliciting," said 
Pei 
ez 
"We know how high tuition is. He's a person 
who's 
going  to support education," said Perez. 
With a doctoral degree in education and as a San 
Jose -Evergreen 
Community College District 
trustee, education




Ken because I think 
he's the best 
choice, even though
 I can't vote for him.
 I don't 
live in his district, 
said Judy Rickard, 
marketing
 
director of continuing 
education. Rickard said 
she believes Yeager's 
stance on education, the 
I also want to see an openly gay 
assembly member make it in 
California. He's a qualified 
candidate. 
Judy Rickard 
marketing director of continuing education 
environment  and child  
care appeal to a lot of 
people. "I also
 want to 
see an 
openly  gay assem-
bly 
member  make it in 
California. 
He's  a quali-
fied 
candidate,"  said 
Rickard. 
A hush fell as a group of 
people 
gathered  around 
a television
 set. 
At 9:30 p.m., 
everyone 
cheered 
after  hearing ari 
early announcement of a 
tie between Yeager and 
Mike Honda
 for the top 
spot among the four candidates. 
"A few precincts and the absentees 
(ballots);  it's 
very early," said Wiggsy Sivertsen, professor
 of 
sociology
 and director of counseling services at 
SJSU. Sivertsen said she's worked
 with Yeager for 
15 years and co-founded BAYMEC,
 a political 
action committee for gay and lesbian candidates 
with him. 
All 
hard work since last year and "this is the end 
of it," said Sivertsen. "I just like to sit back and wait 
for 
the  results to come in. I've worked on a num-
See 
Yeager, page 7 
PII.,11,1t1(.111/1,  Aklt1
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Yeager thanks his supporters and 
the  volunteers 
gathered  at his 










By 'leather I.. Haas 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer 
Most
 students attend a Lome' site to 
get an 
education.  They are put. through 
a rigorous curriculum that covers
 a wide 
range of academic disciplines.
 However, 
such a rout mulum does nut always edu-
cate students on issues
 such as alcohol 
and drug abuse prevention. 
SJSU's Prevention Education
 Program 
PEP) seeks to educate students about 
responsible decision -making with regard 
to alcohol and drug use or non-use. It 
also aims to promote awareness of rape 
and sexual assault issues, said Harriet 
Pila,  director of the PEP Center. 
In order to attain its goal. PEI' pi °-
vides a variety of resources and services 
including, alcohol, drug and rape pre-
vention presentations for classes, resi-
deuce halls and student organizations. 
The program provides pamphlets, 
posters and films which students can 
access to get information about alcohol 
and drugs as well as rape and sexual 
assault prevention. 
PEP also takes its information out to 
the community, giving presentations at 
local community centers and elementary, 
junior high and high schools, Pita said. 
Counseling referrals are available 





By Michael Barton 
Spartan Daily Staff 
Writer  
New additions 
to dance team 




known for their half-time 
dancing at SJSU football
 games,  per-
forms jazz and lyrical styles. "I like to 
artistically represent the music
 so that it's 
entertaining, she said. 
Pierson said even 
though  they jump 




 it as jumping  it is 
dance. He said the team members take 
their jobs very seriously.
 The team prac-
tices three 





 all day 
"We've 
had girls go on to fre 49ers 
cheerleaders."  he said. 
Most  of the girls on the team conic 
Irom dance majors, have dance studio 
experience or come from drill teams,
 
and the competitive
 level is high, 
O'Sullivan 
said.  She was on the team for 
three years herself, and has done the 
choreography for four years. The team 
performs at every 
game, as it has since 
1964. 
At the end of 
the season, they per-
form in a special presentation in the 
Event
 Center. O'Sullivan said she has 
used the opportunity to showcase her tal-
ent, incorporating more visual dance 
with traditional Irish
 and Celtic dancing. 
One year they performed a James Bond 




Few schools have a full-time dance 
team, Pierson said.  "(But) they're so 
good
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Pat 







',is  March 
the 
U.N.,  the New World Order and 23 campaign stop





By Ken McNeil 
Spartan
 Daily Supervising /Alin 
SJSI: SDIdelllS were just getting 
their spring break vacations under way, 
presidential iandidate Pat Rio h:111.III 
(amt.. to 
San Jose's 1 1% au Hotel 
on 
Saturday.

















Programming Board's Wednesday 








 Pvt. Kit GAN  SPARIAN DAILY 
Jason  
Dorfman








By Michael Barton 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
Trying 
to garner support for tin -t am pus 
movies, Lisa Grimm of the AS. 
Programming  
Board put together a presentation of 
"Unzipped," a hip, fashion -industry movie on 
Wednesday, March 20, in the Ballroom of the 
Student Union. 
The Associated Students 
eliminated  the long-
standing Wednesday night movie series in fall 
1994 because of low turnout and high  costs, 
leaving the campus without a movie night, "like 
almost all the other campuses in the entire 
world," Grimm said. 
She wants to get support for movies on cam-
pus so they can present movies and 
series not 
found in the mainstream. She also said she 
would like movies to be a springboard for other
 
campus showings, like the upcoming 
student 
film festival April 11 and 12 and other live pre-
sentations. 
"I hope this year we can establish it so we can 
have those options," she said. 
Grimm









week for U.N. 
war crimes 











up to the students to 
get support for it. 
Lisa Grimm 
A.S. Programming Board 
sent evidence to the A.S. to reinstate 
the 
Wednesday night movie series. "It's really up to 
the students to get support for it." 
A meager
 show of student support, with 
eight 
people  attending the 5:30 p.m. show and 
23 attending the 7 p.m. show, "Unzipped" did-
n't appear to help Grimm's cause. 




 don't see (a film series) happening 
... it would just take a lot of time and expens-
es," even though she said she herself is a sup-
Britain to 
kill  cows 
Britain offered
 Monday to 
destroy 15,000 cows a 
week
 over six years to try 
to 





they  would 





 billion merger 
between
 Pacific Telesis 









In the market. 




1 s .11 t 





 serving students." 
Si'irh 
movies costing





 would have to 




costs. A ticket for
 "Unzipped sold 
for 
$3 for 
students  and 14 for the 
public - making 
the movie a 
money -loser. 
Pon said there is too 
Imo h competition 
for  
movie 






and others. but 
thinks  SJSU can 
compete with other
 movie houses 
with  special 
presentations such 
its an iinimation festival.
 
Grimm said when
 she first came to SJSU she 
was amazed there were
 no film nights. She 
said  
she 
would  like 
to 












Grimm said she IeVIS
 






 of cross -support and advertising on 
campus. 
See Unzipped,
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there is a stigma 
attached
















 in my car in the 
Seventh Street garage a 
few 
weeks ago, relaxing 
and eating the lunch I rarely 
have time to pack. Out of the 
corner of my eye I saw A man 
walking slowly, making his way 
up the steep fourth
-floor 
incline. His head swiveled from 
side to side 
on
 slightly drooped 
shoulders.
 His feet shuffled. The 
Hel 111111l.11\ tlinform 
he wore looked 








shuffled,  but took 
long quick strides. I 
shrunk down in my seat. His hips 
moved back and forth as he rig -ragged between vehi-
cles. Upon reaching my car,  he boldly tapped on the 
window. Reluctantly, I rolled it down. 
"Excuse me," he said. "Do you have one dollar so 
that I can go to the Student Union and buy a one liter 
container
 of Diet Coke?" He was very 
specific.
 
I literally had 55 
cents  in my pocket and in a not -so-
grand gesture I pulled 
it out and offered it to him. 
"This is what 
I got on me," I said, 
holding
 the change 
out in the
 flat of my hand.
 
He stared at it for several 
seconds. "Uuuhh, no 
thanks."
 He turned and walked
 away leaving the 
change and his somewhat caustic
 aroma. Apparently it 
wasn't 
enough for him. Chump
 change. 
He is one 
of
 the many homeless people who 
regu-
larly roam the campus
 and surrounding areas accost-
ing students for money. They 
all  have a story. More 
importantly, they all have an 
angle. His is "military vet." 
Others go 
for "the homeless guy with the 
little  puppy." 
My favorite is a 
man  I saw on the freeway onramp with 
a cardboard sign reading, "Why lie, I need a drink." 
I've seen the military man on 
campus almost every 
day for two
 years. Obviously, this lifestyle of begging is 
one this man has 
chosen.  In the old days these people 
were called hobos. But at 
least  hobos used to hop the 
trains and 
travel the country, finding odd jobs here 
and there to keep them 
going.  These people are bums 
begging off the 
kindhearted  innocence of young stu-
dents and living off the  
welfare dole. 
Scott Wages of 
the Community Homeless Alliance 
(CHA) doesn't
 think they are bums. He calls them 
"victims of poverty."
 It's almost criminal. Wages
 
believes,
 that the city of San Jose could
 build a stadium 
for the 
Sharks
 and the Fairmont and Hilton 
hotels  
when they 
could  be building low-income 
housing for 
the homeless. 
Never  mind the thousands




and the CHA wonder where is the
 heart of 
San 
Jose
 when the city can spend millions
 of dollars 
renovating the downtown
 area and at the same time
 
appear unconcerned 
about  the homeless. 
Actually, 
between




 a total of $15 million on 
services 
directly  affecting homeless 
individuals  such as shelters 
and money for nonprofit
 organizations. The city 
also 
plans  to spend at least $137 million on other 
programs 
directly  affecting the homeless like
 housing rehabilita-
tion loans, special projects






Diana Elrod of 
San Jose's 




weeks  ago about
 30 SJSU 
stu-
dents
 watched a 






and a group 
of homeless 
people  on 
Thanksgiving 
1992












 project. It 
was a 
"housing take 
over" and they 





 successfully won the 
right in court to 
live 
in some of these 
houses for two 
years.
 The video 
showed




 living in 
their new 
American
 dream, joslitlls  
hanging their new 
mailbe ix on the
 porch so the 
mailman  could bring 
their welfare check right to their 
door.  
In 
July,  the federal 




 $900 million to home-
less programs
 across the 




said the money 
was the largest 
sum 





 the homeless aid 
this
 year 
comes to $1.6 
billion,
 triple what it 
was in 1993. 
Admittedly,  some people
 are homeless due 
to cir-
cumstances beyond
 their control, but 
the problem for 
most of the 
homeless  population 
is that this money
 
only
 fuels a lifestyle of drug
 addiction and 
alcoholism.
 
How is this 
possible?  Because 
both
 of these two prob-
lems 
are now considered
 a disability and
 not what they 
truly are  a 
lifestyle









director  of California's
 
Department of 
Social  Services, says 
the whole welfare 
system should be 
"blown up and 
started
 over." She says 
the
 reason is that these
 welfare incentives 
deprive peo-
ple of 
accountability  and 
responsibility. 




work  when they 
can and honestly
 struggle to 
better 
themselves.  But the 
reality of holding 
a job is 
often  too much 
for this underclass
 of people who
 have 
spent carefree
 years not 
working,  hanging 
around  
smoking pot 
and  drinking 40




Thomas  West 
write  in 
the 
"California  Journal"
 that welfare 
has  
taught this 
underclass,  especially 








 work, loyalty, 
courage, fair 
play  and 
faith 
in God. 
Only  when 




 for handouts 
and
 society casts 
shame  upon lazi-
ness 
will
 the homeless 
population  
shrink. Deserving 
poor need to be 
separated from 
the lazy by mak-
ing 






needs to be returned
 to what 
it was originally
 intended to be:
 
a safety net, not  a hammock. 
A sign held by a 
man in the CHA video 
told  the real 
story. His placard
 showed a drawing 
of a person lying 
flat on his back, 
probably passed 
out. Over his head,
 in 
his dream,
 was a picture 
of
 a house. Someday,
 if this 
man played
 his cards right,
 he too could 
break  into a 
house, 
maybe on a 15olf




and claim it as his own.
 





Letter   
Caret puts 
politics first 





 His policies and 
pro-
cedures seem to 
forever 
is shameful. I have listened to 
several instructors who have 
bemoaned Caret's 
unrespon-
siveness and apathy to the uni-
versity-wide cuts that have 
been made. Furthermore, I 
have heard little of Caret's 
attempts to provide scholar-
ships, 
fellowships,
 and other 







 than the actual
   
ties and under-
interests 










 that all 
gram to 
promote  
dures seem of 
the depart -
diversity 






























ing increases in our 
Social 
Science depart-
ments (which include 
African -American 
studies, Mexican -
American studies, and 
a whole 
host
 of other classes 
that promote 
diversity  in the 
classroom),
 Caret seems more 
interested in 
preserving  his 
"vision" 
(or rather, his image 
in the 
political  arena). The 
student
 s need for classes and 
teachers doesn't
 seem to 
interest him 
either,
 and his 
response
 to the crippling cuts 
our university







ments  will 
be 
able to 







diversity of their 
departments. 
This is where money is greatly 
needed; not in foolish `'iliver-
sity training" programs, whose 
only aim is to promote Caret's 
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 while I am 
a social 


















sister and I 
get along 




 she spends 
days 
going  out with 
friends to Santa 
Cruz and 
nights










 cares too much
 about 
what other people




I started to become
 the social 


























received  the. 









over where I ask her the immortal ques-
tion: do you like me  yes or no? The let-
ter WAS very user friendly, all she
 had to do 
was mark a box and send the letter back. 
She sat five rows to the left of me and
 
when our teacher 
Mr.  "V" turned around 
to explain some insignificant math prob-
lem, I started the chain reaction of pass-
ing my 
letter over to my dream woman. 
Immediately after receiving my letter 
she stood up in class and
 said out loud: 
"Mr. 'V,' tell Jeff not to send me love let-
ters." 
Class stopped, and
 all eyes turned to 
me. My face turned 
beet  red and my body 
became unbearably 
hot. Soaked in tears, I 
ran out of 
class:
 the 
only shelter I found 
was underneath a huge tree in 
a unoccu-
pied park. 
I spent the rest
 of the day crying my 
eyes out and pondering
 
howl
 could ever 
show 
my
 face in class 
again.  
I could be a bum and
 live out  the rest of 
my life in a trash can 
just like my uncle 
Larry, 
whom my parents 
and I passed up 
on the street 
corner  last week. 
Or I could 
become a 
mountain  man, 
where I'd never
 
need to talk 
to
 anyone else 
ever  again. 
I 
thought
 the only 




was to build 
a time 
machine.  
Unfortunately,  I 
didn't  have 
access 
to any plutonium,




happened.  I had 
to slowly 
learn 
that  there was 
nothing
 I could do to 
change 
it. Time was 
the only band
 aid that 
could heal
 my wound. 




incidents  in my 
life that led 
me to 
where  I am now. 
My sister
 and a 





 I used to 
be. 









 and it 
affects
 her life 
dra-
matically. And
 like most 
other  people 
she 
is 
afraid  to do 
anything  that 




 rarely do you
















told I have 
a  goofy 
look




 I do not
 hear what 
they say,























































 we see 
people
 who  
stick
 out.  
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must  be typed
 and 




 to the 
Editor  box 
at the 




 room 209 
*faxed to (408)924-3237 
or 
*mailed
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 testing, measuring 
percentage
 of body fat ($5 









KSJS  (90.5) 
Staff meeting for the 
campus radio station. 
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall, 




Book Sale (donations wel-
come).10 a.m.-2p.rn. 
Wahlquist Library,
 rm. 408 




Office of Faculty Affairs, 
Z=ratProgratias
 Faculty 
Research Teaching and 
Tech-
nology  Symposium Series, 
'The Study of Lupus
 In 
African American Women," 
and other psycho-social issues. 
4.m.-6:30p.m.
 Student 












Daily  Calendar 




Series, with Manual laiceni, 









'd'''Irlaa riot is Hypnotist." Spin. 
Student Union, Loma 
Prieta rm. Call 292-9656. 
Women's Resource Center 
Open 
meeting.  I1a.m.-
12:30p.m. Women's Resource 
Center, Administration Bldg., 
rm.
 217. Call 924-6500. 
Asian  Student 




Administration  Bldg., 
rm. 201. Call 924-5910. 
Buhver-Lytton 
English Club 
Meeting with entertainment 









Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass. 12noon. Joint XXII 
Center, 195 E. San Fer-
nando St Call 938-1610. 
Concert Choir 
Choir needs tenors and altos. 
Apply 9a.m.-1030a.m. 








Analysis testing, measuring 
percentage of body fat ($5 
fior 
students,  faculty, staff). 














 Meets of Surface Heat 
Fluxes and 
Horizontal Advec-
















 Decisions," by 
Chris Clark -Talley








School  of Art & 
Design  
Student  gallery  exhibits - 
Jason
 (lhallas, his 
class;
 
Sharon Seale, MFA exhibit; 
LISA Ricci, BEA exhibit: 
Ethan Miller, painting; 
Gabrielle  Bye, multimedia 
installation;
 and "Measured 
Movement: The Art of Labor." 




Society  for 
Technical Communication 
Meeting, 















Hour*  (free admit-
sion).12:30p.m. Hugh Gillis 
Hall, Hal Todd 
Theatre.  
Call 924.4664. 
Sparta Guide is free 
and available
 to stu-
dents, faculty & amf 
assocbtiona 





at Dati 200, Entries 












































Feed the A 
hungry. 
At Silicon Valley Group, 
our technology
 is perfectly 
timed to enable 
the  semi-
conductor
 industry to 





chips -or more 
visibly the 
electronic devices these









around  the clock, 
faced with a 
production capacity
 shortage which has 
put a crimp on their
 ability to produce 




 fabs will come on 
stream between 1995 
and 1996. 
So Silicon
 Valley Group plays
 a crucial 
role. We 
furnish
 these factories with 
chipmaking equipment
 that's at the 
absolute forefront of technology. Were 
aggressively 
increasing  our market share, 
supplying the needs of such 
global  giants 
as Samsung, Intel,
 Motorola, AMP, and 
IBM. Here's your chance to learn what 
it takes to 
keep
 the silicon revolution 
stoked, and quench 
the electronic 
appetites of businesses and consume], 
worldwide. 
We will be on campus April 4, 1996. 
We're 
seeking
 individuals obtaining 
a BS/MS/MBA in ME, EE, CS, CE or 
Engineering. See your Career Placement 
Office 
for details. The timing couldn't 
be better to satisfy your appetite with 









Stepping lip to the challenge 
PEOPLE  
Dirty 




marries  KSBW 
anchor  
LAS VEGAS (AP) - The High Plains Drifter has 
been pinned down. 
Clint Eastwood and his TV anchorwoman girl-
friend, Dina Ruiz, tied the knot Sunday in A small 
private ceremony. 
The on -screen tough guy was all smiles when the 
couple
 got their license at the 
Clark  County  
( 
:ourthouse.  
"He was very relaxed and very pleasant." said 
Kathy Webb, deputy clerk
 of the license bureau. 
"He called me by name, lk surprised me. tie was a 
very
 nice 






















Ruiz,  an anchorwoman 
at KliBW in 
Salinas.
 ( 
Rocker to be proud paisley poppa 
MINNEAPol.IS (Al') - The artist formerly 





star and his wife. Mayte, who married on 
Valentine s Day, are expecting their first child in 
November. His publicist, Lisa Donadio, insisted 
Monday's announcement is no April Fool's Day 
joke.
 
A press release said Mayte and her husband, who 
identifies himself with an unpronounceable symbol, 
%VT ,,.erji wed 
at the news. 




what's wrong with and it's not her. 
"I love 
television,  but the majority of people who 
work in television hate television, which translates 
into hatred for the audience," she  said in an 
inter-




 I always have. It's our com-
panion,
 





"I was alt.aNs sli,,%sing these poor people who 
were working reallj, hal
 it. but were never getting 
ahead," she said. "And I 
have to correct that, 
because I can't
 leave these characters in a place 




LOS AN( ;ELLS (Al') - Huston, we lia%e a pr 
lem. 
Anjelica Huston's 
movie  directing debut, 
"Bastard 
Out  cif Carolina," has been rejected by 
the  
I tuner Broadcasting System. 
The film, based on the Dorothy 
Allison
 best sell-
er, is about a girl with an 




watched the film and decided he 
wanted nothing to do with it, sources 





 Daily Variety. Of partic-
ular 
concern  to Turner WAS a rape scene involving 
the girl, the sources
 said. 
It
 WAS a tough decision, the trade paper 
quoted  
AII unidentified 
Turner  executive as saying. because 
the film is a "stunning, powerful 
work and Huston 
"deserves tremendous respect for her directorial 
debut." 
Hurley producing love 
IA  is ANGELI.), 

















starring Grant,  and he jokes she is taking the title lit-
erally when 
it «ones to critiquing his work. 
"You see
 ins bloody 
nose? That was 
after she saw 
dailies last night," Grant joked during an 
" En errant' men t 
Tonight"
 interview for broadcast 
Tuesday.  
Actually, he said, it's working well: "She knows my 
foibles and everything, which is quite a comforting 
feeling when you're acting." 
Still, it might be better if they had 
separate
 hotel 
rooms to go to at 
the  end of the day. Instead, we 
just go home
 and fight," Grant said. 
Grant, 
who starred in "Four Weddings 
and a 
Funeral," WAS arrested 
last
 June as he sat in his 
parked  car with a prostitute. He pleaded no contest 
to lewd conduct and was 
fined and placed on two 
years' probation. 
Rooney fans jam phone lines 
NEW YORK (AP) - Andy Roomy
 's 
viewers  
heeded his call and 
jammed  the switchboard at 
Associated Press headquarters in response to a col-
umn suggesting the 
crusty
 "60 Minutes" commenta-
tor should retire. 
AP's chief television critic, Fra/ier Moore, suggest-
ed in a March 20 column that Rooney's show -clos-
ing commentaries had become dated and 
"chronic  
biddy duddy." He told Rooney that the program 
"would be 
better off without you." 
Rooney responded by putting
 the address and 
telephone number of AP's Rockefeller Center head-
quarters on the screen and urging 
viewers  to call 
and express their opinions on his future. 
Calls began immediately, tapered off overnight 
and began again this morning,
 forcing
 the news ser-
vice to 
add an extra operator. 
GOO 
CPfIEWS  F R 










Until 7:00 PM 
Tuesdays  & 
Wednesdays
 
Beginning April 2, 
1996  
A 
Physician and Nurse Practitioner arc 
now available two evenings every 
week  
for appointments 
and drop -in visits. Basic 
services
 are free regulark-
enrolled SJSU 
students. The Pharmacy, Xrav
 and Lab are also open late. 














 - flip on your laptop, zap your 
fax,  or check out the hottest CD-ROM titles 
on
 your 0 
multimedia 
center,  and you're putting Micro Linear to work! From computers and 
advanced  net-
working, to 
televisions,  stereo equipment, measuring equipment and telecom 
technology, virtual-
ly all electronic media 
depends
 on analog 
devices for 
A/D  conversion.
 And Micro Linear
 people 
are The Artisans of Analog, 
creating a distinct niche in this generation's 
most  exciting technology i 
ti,,r
 
As a newly hired 
grad,  you will experience a compelling, rewarding 
challenge  from the start. 
Guided  by our dynamic mentoring program,  you 
will be designing right away. Not a bad beginnin-4
 
for an 
emerging artist. The leading OEMs in the world 
depend on Micro Linear and our 
tit 
far-reaching family of analog devices 
for  truly inspired solutions. Pursue your 









If you are an 
MSEE
 graduate with strong transistor -level
 analog fundamentals, we'd like to talk 
with you. 
Apply  your 
skills
 to 




releasing  the product to 
production
 
These  are excellent opportur, 
ties to learn advanced
 analog IC design while developing 
systems  engineering skills 
On Campus 
Interviews  




If you are a 
BS/MSEE graduate with a preference 
toward  analog circuits. our Test 
Development
 
Engineering opportunities may 




 test equipment software and hardware 
that perform complex electrical screen-
ing of our ICs, as 








you are a BS/MSEE 
graduate  with a preference for analog circuits. our 
Product  Engineering 
positions may be of interest to you. 
Strong  analog skills are integral, as you will evaluate,  charac-
terize and introduce new 
products








On Campus Interviews 
Tuesday, April 23 
Micro Linear. To paint your best conclusion, sign up for an interview today. 
If unable to 
sign up for an interview, please mail or FAX your resume 
and  transcripts to. Micro 
Linear, Human Resources, 2092 Concourse  Dnve. 
San 
.lose CA 
95131  FAX (408)
 432-7523 





matinalle   
4 Tuesday, April 
2, 1996 






















 (AP)  
American
 troops will provide
 armed secu-
rity 
this week for U.N. 
war crimes investi-
gators near 
one of the most 
notorious  sites 
of atrocities
 in Bosnia, 
opening
 a new 
chapter
 in the U.S. mission. 
Adm.  Leighton Smith, 




 mission, told 
reporters  Sunday he 
did
 not expect any 
major confrontations when 
investigators 
from the U.N. War 
Crimes  Tribunal 
search for mass 
graves  and other evidence 
of atrocities 
near Srebrenica, in eastern 
Bosnia. 
The U.N. search is expected to start 
Tuesday. 
Srebrenica  is in the Serb portion of 
Bosnia.  Thousands of Bosnian Muslims 
are believed to have been slaughtered in 
the area by Bosnian Serb 
troops last sum-
mer in a human catastrophe 
that helped 
galvanize NATO 
members' resolve to 
enter the conflict. 
Smith said the U.N. investigators had 
good reason to request U.S. security' 
because "there are still some crazies 
around here,
 and some of them have 
guns." 
"There may be 
some
 demonstrations," 
the U.S. admiral 
said.  "This obviously is a 
very 
emotional issue. But I 
don't antici-
pate that there will 
be problems" for the 
American  troops. 
Another U.S. military
 officer, speaking 
privately, said the war crimes 
tribunal has 
asked for similar U.S. assistance at 
sites 
near Brcko, northwest of Tuzla. The offi-
cer said the Brcko work probably would 









 U.S. troops. 
Perry 
later met in Sarajevo, the 
Bosnian  
capital,




then flew to Tirana, 
Albania, to attend a conference 
Monday 
with defense officials from several 
south-
ern Balkan nations, including 
Macedonia  
and Bulgaria. 




openness that he said could help the 
region 
overcome  the kinds of ethnic con-
flict
 that led to war in Bosnia. 
Perry had 
planned  to take a helicopter 
tour Sunday over parts
 of the demilita-
rized buffer zone 
that

























































liaison  team 
that 
could,



















































said he had given 
federal 
troops  the order 
to
 cease 
fire just after 
midnight  Sunday, in 
accordance
 with the peace plan 
Yeltsin announced earlier in the 
day. 
The Inter tax news agency 
reported Monday that Chechen 
rebels  attacked a column of feder-
al troops near the guerrilla strong-
hold of Vedeno, killing 28 Russian 
servicemen and wounding 75 on 
Sunday. Earlier, the agency said 
the incident occurred 
Monday  
after the Russians ceased combat 
operations.
 
The Russian defense and interi-
or ministries in Moscow said they 
had no information on the attack. 
Chechen forces are concentrat-
ed in the southeastern part of 
Chectinya and are unlikely to stop 
fighting as long as  Russian troops 
are in the southern republic. 
Russia also seemed unlikely to 
halt all operations, and 
Tikhomirov said Russian troops 
reserved the right to open fire if 
attacked by rebel forces. 
He said so-called "special opera-
tions" would be carried out against 
the rebels and that "the fighting 
with the gangsters will continue." 
Yeltsin announced the plan to 
end the unpopular war to try to 















LILL1 1: Alice (AP)  
President 
Jacques
 Chirac urged 
the 
world's  seven richest nations 
Monday 





policies to get millions 
of unem-
ployed back to work. 
Welcoming the Group of Seven 
labor ministers at their second 
jobs summit, Chirac said it was the 
"obsession" of 
the  G-7 nations to 
get their collective 22 million job-
less back to work.
 
He challenged the ministers to 
dovetail 'the most flexible markets 
where wages adjust downward  I 
n especially 




economies   
and  job markets where








is precisely what 
is
 at stake 
at this 
conference:  defining the
 
outlines of 
a third path," Chirac 
told delegations
 from the United 
States, Japan,





action is unlikely when 
such free-market
 boosters as the 
United States 
and Britain share 
the table with the 
more interven-
tionist France and 
Germany.  
Brimming 
with confidence after 
the United States
 created 8.5 mil-
lion 
jobs
 in the past three 
years, 
U.S. 
Secretary  of Commerce 
Ron 
Brown saw little
 cause to change 
tack. 
"The United 
States comes to 
this conference























at 5.5 percent, 




price  is greater 
poverty, lower 
wages and a 
thinner
 
social safety net. 
"We don't want 
(U.S. style) hire 







common  agenda at 
the
 two-day meeting, 
Chirac urged 
governments




 the cost of unskilled
 
labor, reform the 
welfare  taxation 
system 
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the  World 
Wide 





elections.  He is 
trailing Communist leader 
Gennady Zyuganov in the 
polls. 
The Kremlin announced 
that  
Yeltsin signed a decree Monday to 
enforce the peace plan, 
which  
included a truce, a phased troop 
withdrawal, new elections and
 




Tikhomirov told reporters in 
the 
Chechen
 capital, Grozny, 
Monday that no troop 
pullout  was 
planned right away. "The troops 
will stay where they are and con-




Yeltsin's plan stopped short of 
meeting rebel leader Dzhokhar 
Dudayev's main demands: full 
independence for Chechnya and a 
complete  withdrawal of Russian 
troops from the breakaway repub-
lic. 
"Without doubt, we will not put 
up with terrorist acts and we will 
respond to them adequately," 
Yeltsin said in taped remarks aired 
on nationwide television. 
Yeltsin's plan did not appear to 
differ
 greatly 





























 quick to 
criticize 






told  the Interfax 
news  
agency
 the peace 
move  was 
"clear-
ly 




























 to destroy 
15,000 cows
 a week over
 six 
years
 to try to calm 




 nations said 
they would 
help
 pay for the 
killings, 
but  refused to 









met  in an 
emergency
 session to 
seek ways 
to calm 
consumer  fears 

















 over 30 
















 other cattle 
judged most at risk. 
Other nations 
said the measures
 were not far-
reaching
 enough for 
them to meet 
London's 
request for an 





 British beef 
exports  imposed by 
the EU last 
week. 
"The  embargo should
 be lifted only 
when  we 
have absolute
 guarantees the 





Vasseur  told 
reporters.
 Dutch minister 




 be at least six 
weeks  before the 
ban  was lift-
ed. 
Britain's
 EU partners 
indicated they 
would  help 
cover the huge 
cost








appealed for the EU to pick up 80 percent of the
 
tab, with the British government making 
up the 
rest. 
"That's up for discussion," Vasseur 
said.  But, he 
added, "the cost of these measures is too much 
for 
any member state to support; we have 
to stand 
together." 
The EU meeting was expected to 
continue  late 
into 
the  night as the ministers grappled






















said no decisions 
were 
likely
 until after the pro-
posals 
were








"We have to make sure 
that the measures we 
take ensure 
the eradica-
tion  of the 
disease
 and the 
risk  to our 
consumers'  
health,'




 scare flared 
March 20 
when




may be a 
link between 
mad  cow disease















 sent beef 
sales  crashing, 
first  in Britain,
 then across 













 of mad cow 
cases 
has been 












Ride the South 
Fork American River
 with AS Adventures
 
#A300 Whitewater Rafting 
Don't  miss out on this 
adventure.
 The South Fork 
American  River is the most 
popular whitewater
 




Class  11 & III 
rapids 
along  its 11 -mile stretch. Along 
the  way enjoy a delicious 
gourmet  lunch. You 
will
 get wet, and you'll 
have




 6pm-6:30pm  TRIP
 DATE: April 27,
 1996 9am-5pm. 
Cost:  $85 Students 
$90
 Non -student. 
Register by April 
12, 1996. 
Transportation
 is not provided 
by AS Adventures
 hut carpools are 
definitely  encouraged.


















activities for Students 
 
#A303  SJSU Paint
 Ball Night 
ACTION  ZONE 
Cost: $21
 Stu. $25 
N/Stu.
 Day: 
Wednesday,  April 17 
Time:
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Draft  Beer 






 Race St and 
Meridian  Ave 
2 blocks North of 280 
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Off  












































 7- ANC 
..DESSERT ..P  
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 $300 OFF Large or 

























 & ttl t. 
Get a 
FREE 
smoothie  or 
toffee drink
 when you 
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 "Go Pat 
Go" during
 a 
Buchannan  rally 
at the San 
Jose
 Hyatt. 
From page 1 
iitc(i dit 
glutuinloi-
mation on various multi -cultural 
organizations that provide coun-
seling services. 
In the fall, PEP handled about 
one student referral 
every  other 
week. However,
 this semester, that 
number 
has  increased to about 
one or 
two referrals each week, 
Pila said. 
When asked why she thinks 
more students are coming to PEP 
for referrals, Pila said, "I'd hope
 to 
think it was because people knew 
we were here. We did get a lot of 
exposure in the fall." 
Pila also mentioned the excep-
tional efforts of the center's stu-
dent educators (PEP-SE) who 
work to promote responsible deci-
sion making regarding alcohol use 
and drug prevention. 
There are 12 PEP-SEs who work 
in a variety of ways to educate 
their peers and assist those who 
have been affected by alcohol and 



























well as to promote PEP's activities
 
and services. 
"The group of educators we 
have is 
wonderful,"  Pila said. 
SJSU senior 
Anna  Vilchez, a 
community health
 science major, 
has been 
working
 at the PEP 
Center for two 
semesters.  She is 
currently involved 
with Project 
Fox, an eight step
 self-defense 
program for men and 
women  that 
takes place on from 8 
p.m.  to 10 
p.m. on Tuesdays in the 
Spartan  
Complex,  room 202. 
Vilchez recently 
received  the 
Outstanding Student Award from 
BACCHUS





PEP is affiliated. 
Vilchez, who 
spends
 her spare 
time tutoring and mentoring
 
junior
 high school students, said 
she decided to apply
 to work in 
the 
PEP Center because she was
 
interested 
in preventing alcohol 
and drug abuse. 
"I really love working 










Identification  required 
Must be 18 or over 







 page 1 
Nearly 
1,500  Buchanan 
supporters  
from all over the Bay 
Area
 came to lis-
ten to their candidate's 
message he 
calls "conservatism
 of the heart." It was 
Buchanan's
 largest show  of 
support  in 
Northern California. 
"He's a great speaker," 
said SJSU stu-





cheers and chants of, "Go, 
Pat,  go, 
spoke emphatically to 
the crowd about 
the hot button issues around 
which  he 
has 
built his campaign:
 his strong 
stance against abortion, his opposition 
to NAFTA and GATT, the 
necessity of 
curbing illegal 
immigration,  his oppo-
sition to 
the U.S. military serving 
under the auspices 
of the United 
Nations flag and the record of his 
opponent Bob 
Dole
 which included 
Dole's support of the $50 million 
Mexican bailout. 
"Guess who's on the 
hook for that 
one. 
They're
 off the hook and all the 
American  people are on 
the
 hook," he 
said. 
"Hit 'em with a 
hatchet job like they 
hit you,"
 one woman yelled
 from the 
crowd. 
"Now we don't 
need extremists," 
Buchanan 
joked  back. 
Outside the Hyatt, 









 and posters, the 
protest-
ers chanted, 
"Pat  Buchanan we know 
you, 
Hitler
 was a fascist too." 
Supporters and 
protesters  taunted 
each other briefly 
after the rally but 
PHOTO SY JEREMY 




A man sells 
T-shirts
 before the 
Buchanan campaign speech. One 
San Jose police kept things from get-
ting out of hand. 
Near the conclusion of his speech, 
Buchanan stressed the importance of 
getting a strong turnout on election
 
day. 
"This campaign is about more than 
just
 Pat Buchanan, it's about more 
than delegates, it's about more than a 
nomination. It's about who 
will  decide 
the future of the Republican party 
and, I believe, who will decide the 
future of America," Buchanan said. 
But on election day, Buchanan was 
only able to garner 16 percent of the 
  Unzipped
 
It sounded like a 
worthwhile idea, and it turned 
out to be fun, especially talking to students. 
Crowder 
PEP Center 
said Vilchez, who said she hopes 
to pursue a career in drug preven-
tion and 
gang  prevention and 
awareness after graduating in May. 
Senior Khan 
Crowder, a radio, 
television and film 
major, has 
been involved with the PEP 
Center for three years. The first 
two he spent as a 
volunteer.  
Crowder
 said he became inter-
ested in PEP after 
taking Health 
Science 195, a course which trains 
students to 
volunteer  at the center. 
"It sounded like a worthwhile 
idea, and it turned
 out to be fun, 
especially talking
 to students," said 
Crowder, who played 
football  for 
five years at SJSU. 
Crowder said he hoped 
students 
might be more perceptive to some 
of PEP's messages if they were 
coming from a 
student
 athlete. 
Crowder, who will graduate in 
May, said 
he
 hopes to continue his 
work with abuse prevention, possi-
bly 
on a nationwide scale, touring 
















 in Santa 
Clara  county 















































take it all the 
way to San 
Diego,
 the site 
for the
 republican 
convention  this 
fall. 
"It is our 
campaign  that 
has
 set the 
agenda 
for America,
 he said. 
From page 1 
"Each group 





 and the AS., 
for example. 
"Other schools have 
inter -campus meet-
ings," 
Grimm  said. She 
said she would like to 
see more support for 
on -campus activities in 
general.
 
Grimm said she 
thinks a film series 
would liven up the cam-
pus community and 
offer more variety as a 
service to students. She 
envisions a fun atmos-
phere where 
the pro-
gram board could pro-
vide unusual movie 
themes and 
events. 
With the poor show-
ing for 
"Unzipped,"  
Gnmm plans to focus 
on the upcoming 
stu-
dent film festival. She 
said with the 
limitations  
placed  on her, the Wednesday 
night series is out and she will use 

























 and be "edu-
cational."  
She said the pro-
gression will move 
from the student fes-
tival to independent 
films and then to dis-
tributed smaller 
films, so people 
understand the film 
process and gain an 
appreciation for film 
making.
 
Although she was 
disappointed about 
the 




















 the indignity of having 
needles stuck 
in her buttocks and 
back. To  show 
there  were no hard 




 needles are fine 
little 









 oompromise your career.   
'eve a fast 
start 




























grew from $140 








 S3 work environment 
is highly
-participative
 and dynamic. Our 




 students working 
towards
 a BS/MS 
in
 




 to provide a complete range  of exhilarating
 
acceleration  









video. CD-ROM,  graph-
ics applications,
 multimedia,













































unable  to meet with  us on campus. 
you may send your 
resume  via mail 
fax or e-mail
 to: S3 
Incorporated.
 Attri 
University  Relations. PO. Box
 58058. 




or contact us at: (800)
 691 
7770  
S3 is an 
equal  opportunity employer 
S3 
late -brown Labrador she was treat-
ing, didn't mind the forest of pins 
sprouting from her backside. 
"They don't cut like hypodermic 
needles." 
And,
 added Truffles' owner, they 
saved her pooch's life. 
Truffles was Bouchard's first 
afternoon patient. She had spent 
the 
morning treating dogs and cats 
in central Mann  part of a 
daily 
routine that takes her 
as
 far as 100 
miles to visit up to 10 ailing crea-
tures in as many hours. 
"I work too hard,
 but I love it," 
declared the 41 -year -old native of 
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. She 
admitted that her relentless sched-
ule 
means "I'm neglecting my dog 
and my cat and my bird and my 






24August  16 
Classes and 
workshops  
begin  throughout the 
summer. No formal 
admission 
requirements. 





1996 Summer Session 
333J 
Oregon  Hall 
1279 University  of Oregon 
















ans who make 








she is the 




 well as 






















felt  that I always
 had to rush,"
 
she 
said.  "I wanted 







She wanted to 
visit her furry 
patients in 












Apr. 27, 1996 
$25 fee 





 Jose State University 
luesday,
 
April  2, 




































have  a 
chance of 
winning." 
And  if 
Yeager  
does,  






























With  most 
precincts  in, 






























 It looks like 
it will be 
another 





 him how 
he
 felt. 
1 feel fine ... 







 did not 
know
 what 




result  to decide
 if we ran 
a good campaign
 of not. 
"I think







campaign  this 
city has
 seen in 













 as he 
mentioned  
he was 




 was not a 
city 
supervisor.
 "I don't think
 I would 
have undertaken
 this it 1 
didn't
 feel 
that I could 
do
 the best job. 
"So 
many 
campaigns  are 
all very 
expensive  advertising;







students  in attendance,
 
he
 said he was 
really  proud to 
train  
the
 next Feneration 
on how to run 
a campaign. 1 think
 that is the 
legacy
 in this." 
"U'e ran, 
without  a doubt,
 the 
best campaign
 this city has
 seen in 
many a year, he 
said.  
Yeager said San
 Jose is a wonder-
ful, diverse place "that 
judges us on 
the content of our 
character." 
"We're really 
moving  in the 
direction to 
step beyond the preju-
dice that governs 





Ending his run of 
candidacy  and 
his speech,
 Yeager thanked his 
sup-
porters. "Now you're
 really going 
to 
make me cry. Eat some more, go 
home and get some sleep."  
Pinto
 BY CHU la) ARIS11 StA  SPAR I AN DUI 
Yeager
 
receives  an ovation after giving 
his 
concession  





LEFT: Bishop Pierre DuMaine 
stands outside Saint Joseph's 
Cathedral in downtown San Jose 
wishing 
parishioners God's speed as 
they leave 
Palm Sunday Mass, 
including six
-year -old Susan Ortega. 
BELOW: Petra 
Griffitts holds a cou-
ple of roses she crafted out of palm 
leaves while waiting outside Saint
 















(Al')  An 
experiment 
in three HIV 
patients
 
has shown for the





tion by the virus 
that
 causes AIDS, 
researchers  say. 
The 
experimental
 therapy at the 
University
 of Michigan involved 
inserting altered genes into white 
blood cells from HIV patients, 
expanding the number of the 
altered
 cells in the laboratory and 
then injecting the cells back into 
the patients. 



























 for the 
first  time 
in 
clinical  studies
 that gene 
thera-
py 




CD4  T -cells, 
the  white 
blood  cells that
 are the 
primary
 tar-
get of the 




A loss of 
CD4 T -cells 
is




 the HIV 
infection 
and  it is believed
 that 
guarding against 













































































  200 
PM 
Almaden






Almaden Room, SU 
THE CLOROX CO. 
Thursday,
 4/18/96 
12:30 PM  200
 PM 
Almaden Room, SU 
MACY'S CA 
Monday, 4/22/96 
12:00  PM - 1:30 PM 












































 those with CliSeRlditle 
cells 
may  prolong
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ASTHNLA AND ALLERGY 
SUFFERERS 
If yint are liealthy, non-smoking 
and between ihe ages 12415, 
you 
may  mialify to participate 
in a 
research  study using an 
investigational  asthma or 
allergy IIIVIlication. You will 
receive financial compensation 
for you time and effort. 
Qualified participants could 
earn




 of Santa Clara 





1-800-74-ASTI  IMA 
Supreme 
Court  expands 
age bias law 
WASHINGTON 
(Al')
  f w 
ployers who lost the age -bias 
lawsuit  he filed after being 
fire workers over 40 and 
rephii ,. them with fired from his 
manager's job at age 56. His 
significantly younger people
 may be violat- replacement 
was  40. 
ing a federal anti -bias law even
 if the new "The fact that one 
person  in the protect -
employees also are over 40, the 
Supreme  ed class has lost out to another 
person in 
Court ruled Monday. 
the protected class is ... irrelevant, so long 
The  unanimous decision revived an age- 
as he has lost out because of his age, 
bias claim by a 
North Carolina man who Justice 
Antonin Scalia wrote for the court. 
was fired 
after his supervisor said he was But 
Scalia said replacing a 68-year -old 
"too 
damn old for this kind of 




expanded  the 66 
might be "very thin" evidence 
of age discrimination.
 
reach of the 




"The fact that 
a replace -
Discrimination in Employment 
ment is substantially younger 
Act, which protects workers age 
that one
 




indicator of age dis-
In other action, the  court: 










(O'Connor) was replaced 
inmate pursue a l 
Let a Georgia death -row 
outside the pro-
appeal filed in hopes the state 
tected 
class,"  Scalia said. 
will change its execution
 method 
has lost out to 
Although the decision 




firings,  it could 
death.
 
apply as well to people who 
Agreed  to use the case of an 
person in the 
contend they were discriminat-
impoverished Mississippi woman ed against in some other way 
to decide whether people whose 
protected class  such as not being hired, or 




:F.ening  demoted or trans-
nated must be allowed to appeal .erred. 
even if they cannot afford to 
pay O'Connor, of Cary, N.C., 
the court fees. 
SO long as he 
had worked since 1978 for 
Agreed to study a voting- 
has lost 0111 
Consolidated Coin Caterers 
rights dispute over how munici- Corp., which operates cafetc-





 machines in 
Monterey County, Calif. The industrial plants. 
eventual ruling may
 provide age. 
He managed one of the 
important  new guidelines for 
Charlotte -based company's 





In July 1990, part of 
 Refused in a Tennessee case 
Justice
 
O'Connor's territory was 
to resolve conflicting rulings
  
99 
assigned to another employee. 
over parents' right to sue their 
O'Connor said that at the 
state government for not doing about that time, his supervisor, 
enough to help them collect child -support Ed 
Williams,  began making age -related 
payments.
 derogatory comments. 
Rejected an appeal by a Houston news O'Connor said Williams told him 
he
 was 
reporter sued for 
libel who says a judge "too old" to play 18 holes of golf five days in 
wrongly ordered him to help identify a con- a row, and later 
that
 he was "too damn old 
fidential source,  
for this kind of work." 
In the age discrimination case,
 lower O'Connor also said that Williams said 
courts had ruled that no illegal bias occurs within his earshot, "It's about time we start -
if an employee is fired and replaced by 
ed to get some young blood in this compa-



















Mich.  (AP) 





 for his 
third  assisted 







white  wig, 
knee breeches
 and 





























 for the 
defense.  






 to be used 
as a tool in 






Court  trial. 
kevorkian  faces































 and third 













































































































and  that 
he gave 
them the

















































































Dunking about what to do with




 not spend it in a 
tropical 
location,  doing  something
 that sou 
can Justify 










Immersion  Schools to 
&mac  front 






 ssith students from 
all around the 
world 
With  different 
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I 2; 2 
Baseball 
 Spartans finished the 






Hayward. 18-4. and 
New Mexico.
 9-3 and 3-





























 up to finish 
third









 a 54 hole total
 of 
906, 15 


























Champonshps as Tara 







































 lost to CS 









  Spartans beat 
Chaminade.
























 drop two 
matches on Friday 
and 









straight  before 
falling  to New Mexico 
13', Paul Matarangas 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
San Jose State University men's 
baseball team (20-16 overall, 2-3 
conference) is preparing for a 
three -game series this weekend 
hosting the l'niversity of Nevada -
Reno
 Wolf Pack (20.8,  3-3). 
The Spartans are coming off a 
successful spring break week as 
they won four out of five games. 
Before last week the team 
also pro-





 victory against 
Southern Utah, In Piraro's tenth 
year of coaching he has posted a 
career total 306-238-2 
record.
 
In the first two match
 ups last 
week, USF and Cal State Hayward 
were severely out -gunned against 
the Spartans losing 8-0 and 18-4 
respectiveh
 
The Spartans then rolled into
 a 




ered the Aggies in the first
 two
 
games before falling, 6-5
 in the  
final game on Sunday. 
The Wolf Pack,
 on the other 
hand, is 
coming




pummeled  by 
Stanford last
 Tuesday  and swept in 
a three -game series
 by UC Santa 
Barbara 
over  the weekend. 
The Spartans will 
rely  on a pow-
erful 
offense






 to propel them past 
the Wolf Pack. 
Among the 
Spartans  sluggers, 
standouts  include 
lead-off
 hitter 
and right fielder, Travis Peterson. 
With a .372 
batting average, 
Peterson is leading 
the club in 
runs 
(32) and is second








second  baseman 
Patrick Walsh 
leads
 the team in hits (57) 
and has 
hit safely in 33 
of
















right  now 













Eric  Stevens. 


































his belt this 
sea-
son.  The junior
 pitcher has
 hurled 








PI1010 Hy AARON SUOZZI  SPAR! N DARN 
The  Spartans struggled to bring things together during 
Saturday's  double header against Cal State Fullerton, in which 
they lost both 
games. In the first game, a bad throw got past SJSU catcher 







takes  second 
Spartan Dant Staff Report 
SJSU 
golfer  Arron 
Oberholser  
won his 
third  tournament 
of
 the 
season  at the 
Pacific  Coast 
Intercollegiate men's 
golf tourna-
ment. As a team, SJSU took sec-
ond 
place. 
Oberholser birdied the 
18-hole 
ior a 
final round four 






 beat golfers from 
24 schools from across the 
coun-
try at the Sandpiper Golf Course 
in Tempe, AZ. 
He finished with a 
54-hole hole 
total of two under 
par  214. 
Oberholser beat Weber State's 
Chris Myrick and 
Nevada's Rich 
Barrett° by one shot, who 
both 
shot 215. 
This was the first time in the 
tournament's history for a golfer 
to successfully defend
 the individ-
ual championship. In doing 
so, 
Oberholser picked up his third 
tournament win of the 1995-96 
season and the fourth in his 
career.  
Earlier this season, he won the 
Fresno Lexus Classic and the
 
Nike Northwest Classic, 
The
 SJSU team finished sec-




Helping in the effort were 
ninth place Jonathan Baker, 15th 
place 
Justin















 games of a 
doubleheader  
then
 bounced back 
to
 win both 




 next day. Both double-
headers 
were  held at PAL stadium 
and were
 against conference 
rivals. 
Against 05 in the nation Cal 
State Fullerton, Saturday, the 
Spartans lost 13-3 in a five inning 
game and lost 3-2 in the next. 
Against #25 New Mexico State, 
Sunday, the Spartans won 4-3 in 
nine innings and won 8-5. 
On Saturday's game, Fullerton 
had several scoring flurries. In the 
first inning, 
it scored four runs, in 
the fourth it scored five, and in 
the fifth, three. Starting pitcher 
Brandi Isgar allowed only one run 
during her four innings. 
The second game against 
Fullerton was much closer. Corina 
Lilly pitched the complete game, 
allowing  only three runs 
for seven 
innings. 
In Sunday's first game, sopho-
more outfielder Victoria Ruelas 
hit her second double with two 
outs 
in the ninth inning to break 
the 3-3 tie and win the game 4-3. 
Ruelas 
hit  two-for -three, including 
two
 sacrifices and one FtBl. 
The second game also had 
freshman outfielder Maya Garcia 
going two-for -three, including a 
three run triple and one sacrifice. 
A 
five
 run first inning and three 
runs in the 
sixth kept the Spartans 
ahead to win 8-5. 
Lilly received both wins, improv-
ing her record to 7-11. 
Gymnasts
 finish fourth in 
Big West Championships
 
Spartan Daily Staff Report 
Utah State University held and 
won the Big West Championships 
event on March 30. 
The SJSU women's gymnastics 
team finished the meet in fourth 
place separated from third place 
finisher Cal 
State  Fullerton by only 
half a point. 
Tara Law finished all-around 
events and floor exercise in the 
No. 2 position with a score of 
3/4./450 
and  9.750. 
Hawley  
Almstedt finished second on 
the 
beam with a score of 9.750. 
The
















This marks  the
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going  in. 
The sixth
 national
 tide in 
school 
history,  
second only to UCLA's 11, came through 
the scoring of 
senior  Tony Delk and fresh-
man Ron Mere er, who 
had 21 points off 
the ben( h. And, 
of course, the famed pies-
c' &tense 





-We're a little bit 
like the Green flav 
Packers," 
Kentucky  coach Rick Pitino said. 
"The entire state 
of












 nor 4 
there any guar 
antee  Implied. The 
classified 
cottons  of the 
Spartan 





 are not 
approved  or 






WITNESSES.  Did 
you 
see pedestrian crossing San 
Fernando
 at  5th. 
Wed.
 2/28/96, 













easy  No financial 
obligation 1-800662-1982
 ad.33. 
SRIDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00













JOIN THE CELTIC HERRAGE CLUB. 
Entoy learning about Irish.  
Scottish.  
and Welsh culture. Explore 
the 






















BOOIOUTEPER  PT. Invoice,  post. 
pay  bills on QuickBooks. 
Good 
phone
 manner a must. Excel exp 
a plus. Call Lisa 408275.1784.
 
OCCASIONAL CHILDCARE for 11 
year old boy. Hours vary. Home-
work, swim, etc. Car & refs 
req. 
Patient, energetic,
 fun,  exp.
 only. 
Stevens Creek/San





$11/hr.  25-30 
hrs/wk.  
Exp w/ 





Car necessary. Fax resume to 
248-1221. 














 with retail experience, 
knowledge 
of band & 
orchestra  
instruments.  Bilingual a plus. 
Call 
The Starving Musician 554-9041. 
GENERAL HP. 
Small  thrift store 




-$7/hr.  Bob 2933763. 
SUMMER DAY
 CAMP JOBS 
Day Can  Sports Camp & 
Specialty
 
Camp Nectar & Leader 
applications  














with youth & nave the 
ability to 




































 work. Some 
weekends 



























































































You will keep all 
cars  

































































































































































































 pew. MasSun 
4C6-286-5880.  
5550  Mental 
he. 
btwri. 


































and a good working 







 We offer excellent 
benefits











 Stanford, CA 
94305
 or Fax 
415-322-1936.  
CRUISE  SHIPS 




Seasonal  & fuli-trme positions.
 No 
exp. 





FOR PLACEINENT1 Get 
hundreds
 of professional 
agencies 
working 





LAW OFFICE, PART-TIME' P.M. 
Light typing, gen phones. filing. 
$13/hr.
 Call Margaret: 
241-1941.  
SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS  wanted 
Sum 






Aquatics  for info. 
406259-4522.  
MARKET
 RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
wanted. 
BT Commercial Real Estate. 





@ 436.3622 ASAP. 
TEACHER: Wore 
 Any School 
Program, F/T. Paid 
medical,  
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. 
units required. Resume to: 
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner 
Children's
 Center. 611 Willis Ave. 









FT/PT/Weekends  only 
57-$9 
Unarmed security officers 
Prestigious






 experience a plus 
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE 
1-800.385-9419 
or apply in person 
1W. Hamilton @ San Tanas Exp. 
Campbell, CA (408) 378-9760 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. 
COLLEGE
 STUDENT "TO 
DO"  UST 
Register for class _Roommate 









conversation  with that nice 
looking
 person I met at regstration. 
We can't 
help you with 
every-
thing 






like a position that 
vall 
compliment  your class schedule? 
Posrtions 
available throughout Sal 
Jose. 
Salta  















WEEKLY  POSSIBLE 








Scroosage childcare (6+ ECE) 
preferred.  MT.
 2-6 flex. Looking 
for 
fun  creative
 people who are 
willing
















Parttime,  am/pm 
shrfts,  flex hours. 
Aso. 
ASSISTNIT
 DISPATCH position. 
P/T , Mon -Fri, 
12pm-5pm.  Starts 





22 West Saint John, San
 Jose. 





ft & PT positions avail in 
busy 
whole foods restaurant. 
All
 shifts 
available. Flex hrs.  $7/hr to 
start. 
Apply in person.
 1314 So. Mary 
Ave. 
Sunnyvale.  
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. 
Students needed
 it
 tre immediate 
area. Full-time/part-time openings. 
Call
 today 1-4 15-968-99 33. 
International  Bartenders School. 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and 
rewarding  job?
 Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for our 
school -age day care program. 
These are great positions for
 
students. Most teacher positions 
are afternoons. M -F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for 
those  
who have only 




available. Units in ECE, 
Rec. 
Psy,  Soc. 
or Ed are required. 
Please call Small World Schools 
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21. 
ADMIN ASST. 








with  excellent 
verbal
 communication and typing 
speed of 50 wpm. MUM be detail 
oriented. Computer experience 
helpful. Will train. 
$9.00. $12.00 
per
 hour to start. Fax resume 
to 408/9930759, attn: 
John.  
440,000/YR INCOME 








FT/PT positions with infants.
 
toddlers.
 preschool & Wheel age. 




openings. ECE + exper. preferred. 
Call Action Day Nurseries. 
406996-1437.  
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS 
Elem. school-age recreation prog.. 
P/T from 
2-6pm,
 M -F  during the 
school  year. turns into F/T (or P/T) 
during sum. camp prog. XInt. sal. 
Los Gatos/Srtga. 
Rec.
 Dept. call 
Janet at 354-8700(23. (Not arail 
school year? Call for summer em-
ployment -lifeguards, camp leaders). 
TELEMARKETING 
Sell Calif's  best newspapers. 
Flexible hours. open 9am to 
9pm 




Call Today, Work Tomorrow. 
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC. 
Downtown  408-494-0200  
Campbell  
408.364-2700  
Office positions also available. 
PART-TIME
 JOB 




measure  would 
save 
tax dollars and require
 com-
petitive bidding for government
 




 by circulationg peti-
tions during your spec time you 
get paid .50c for each signature 











underdog,  has the 
niost NCAA tournament victories without 
a title. 
A 
36th  N( 
'.AA







 one -pipit  losers
 to 
Indiana in the 1987 championship game 




"We knew it would be tough,"
 Syracuse 
ATTENTION: ACTIVIST ORIENTED 
Students.  Help the Calif. Nurses  
Assoc. get the 1996 Patient 
Protection




work to guarantee access to safe. 









 offered. Salary 
potential 
of
 $600 or more. 
You must 
be at least 18 years of 
age & a 
registered  voter in the 
State of 
California.  
cali  Warren NW at 408-243-3391. 
Hiring NOW, 
campaign  xrds Api 21. 
$









Permanent. No exper. necessarv 
Guide. 919-929-4398
 ext. C1131. 





conversational English in Japan 
Taiwan,
 or S. Korea. No 
teaching 









ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED 
for egg 
donation.  Desperate 
Asian 
couples need your 
help 




 Generous stipend 
and expenses paid. Please call 
WWFC 1-510-820.9495. 









19-34 years old. 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
 
Contact California Cryobank 
415-324.1900.  
MV. 8.5pm 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - 
Studerrs Needed:  
Fishing 
Indus-











1-206.971-3510 ext A60414. 
$35,000/YR. INCOME 
potential. Reading books. Toll 
Free 1400.8 98-9 778 Ext. 
R-



















available  for 
Spring 
and Fall 1996. 
Graduates
 
receive 5 or more job offers. 
Starting  salahes from 
530k+.  
For details, contact Cr. Jorge 
Marcondes. Packaging
 Program 
Coordinator at 408/924-3210, 
IS 207 Of CCB 200. 
FREE MONEY For Yaw 
Education!
 




sector  aid. 
Call  
Scholarship Resource Services. 
408-261-8676.  
FREE FINANCIAL 
AID! Over $6 
Billion in 
public
 and private sector 
grants & 
scholarships  is now 
available. All students are eligible 
regardless











COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED? 
We can help.
 Private money. 
No pay 








 homes for 
pennies
 on $1. 
Delinquent  Tax. 
Repo's. REO's,




 Ext. H-2236 
for current listings. 
coach Jim 
Boeheim
 said. "Kentucky made 
a couple (if great plays when they
 had to. 
Delk is a great
 senior and
 a great player.' 
John Wallace, the senior who returned 
to school rather than enter the NBA last  
year, finished with 29 points and 10 
rebounds. But he left the game in 
tears  
when  he fouled out with 1:06 to play and 
Kentucky  leading 72-67. 
The 
blowout that most people expected 
FOR RENT  
SMALL  STUDIO 
APT.









2 ITDRIN *PARIS  








 Close In 
 Modem Building 
 
Laundry  Roan 
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893. 
SHARED HOUSING 
WEST SJ. AREA ROOM FOR RENT 
2 condo.
 pool. ,aCuZZi 
$375 + 1/2 utilities. 241.8269. 











FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT 
in attractive, newly 
remodelled, 
spacious, tri-level townhome 
in 
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic Yews, 
peaceful surroundings. Guaranteed 
parking.





 bedroom on 
30 level. Clubhouse/pad/spa. Easy 
access to 85 & 101. Only $325/mo. 
+ util. Call 




& yar call will be returned. 
Females 
and non-smokers only. please. 
ROOM FOR 
RENT
-South SJ area 
Pool, exercise 
room, easy 85 
access. $350/month + 
shared  
util. Call Russ





little  flexible and 
save 
SSE. 


















credit.  June 17 to August 6. 
Info: Julie 
Clark,  510-885-3538. 
SPORTS/THRR1S
 
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing 
compared  to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated 
Freef all, Turbine 
Aircraft.
 
SJSU student owned & operated. 




Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student 
Programs  
Serving  SJSU for 20 years 
-Great
 Rates for Good Drivers" 





























Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN 
1-800-808-8356. 
looked like 
a distinct possibility when 
Delk's four -point
 play with 11:12 left gave 
the Wildcats a 59-46 lead. 
But the 
Orangemen  came 
up with a 12-
3 run and 
Wallace's  three-point 
play got 
thent within 62-58 
with




guts,' Pitino said. 
Phone:
 
924-3277   FAX: 
924-3282
 
WORD PROCESSING  
WORD 






projects.  etc. 
Free  spelling 
and 
grammar 
check.  Typewriter 
available 










 or later reference?















schedule permits. Call Anna at 
972.4992
 from Barn to 7pm. 
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE? 
























Projects. Resumes,  Letters. 
Manuscripts.  etc. WordPerfect 5.1, 
HP Laser II. 
All  formats. specializing 
in APA. Spelling, 
punctuation
 and 
grammatical editing. Free 
disk 
storage. 
All  work guaranteed!  
Worry free,  dependable and prompt 
service. To avoid disappointment.
 






THE PERFECT PAPER 
Resurnes 
*Research  Papers 
*Manuscripts,  etc. 
Worked
 with SJSU Students & 
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick 
TurnaroLna. 10 minutes from SJSU. 








Word  Processing. 
















 MARCIA 266-9448 
Wok Processing Service/Fax 
Editing/Format
 Specialist for 
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes 
APA  Tuition  MLA 




International Students Welcome 
Close to SJSU Campus. 
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science & English pacers/theses 




spell check and storage.
 APA. 
Turabian arid other formats 
Resumes.
 









 or Virginia 408-251-04.49. 
TOJO'S WORK PROCESSING 
Service,  Resumes.




  very  low rates. 
Call Today! 408-937-7201. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 







 All formats. 
























 looking for 














your ad here. 
Line
 is 30 spaces, including
 letters, numbers, 
punctuation  & spaces 

































$10  $12 
S linos $7 $9 





















$14   
$15 70- 
$16   
Send 






ffhh day, rate 
Increases by 
$1 per day. 
First line
 (25 spaces) set in 
bold
 for no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional
 words available



















San Jams. CA 55192'0149  
 ClaSSilied 
desk  is located  
ill 
Dwight  Settle) Hall Room 209 
 











cancelled  ads 
 








 (406) 924-3277 







































 for a 3 
noised for 3 














free,  3 
lines for
 3 days, as a 
service







GUITARIST  w 
accept -g stuaerts . 0 
exam 
ir paying guitar


































18 yrs. / Touch




Morgan  Hill, 
CA. 



















research  & writing. 
Tutorial  also 
avail. 
Friendly,  caring, confidential. 




references  available. 
Chinese & other langs.  spoken. 
Foreigners 
welcome!  Call today 
for free 















WRITING HELP. Fast professor+ 




statements,  proposals. 
repo,'  - 












Member of Professional 














 Oen, a 
Your own 
probe  or 
disposable  











 Let us panne. 




Lip- Bikini Chin 
Tummy 










 before 631-96. 
Hair Today
 Gone 
Tomorrow.  621 E. 






$1.00 psi,' ,-. 










TIRED  OF UNWANTED HAIR? 
Electrolysis is the 
answer!! 
I remove hair from any
 where
 













San  Jose. 9939093. 
MorsSat./ 
Free Cons. /Eve appts. 
AS
 Students Receive 20% Discount. 
Cenaln advertisements  in 
these COlUrrine may refer the 





 readers should be 
rernIncind that, when making 









for goods or services
 
In 
addition,  readers should
 
carefully 















10 Warm spell 
14 Sports complex 













































 to swim 
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 Singer Murray 


























67 Trading center 
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 13  
21 Embedded 
23 Made a choice 
25 Curious 
woman  
26 Battery post 
27 Ivy and wisteria 
28 Computer 
images 
30 Like peas 
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Telesis,  SBC to form 




NoRls Af't  
iiiintint, 






















 %sill become the naticm's 
.e,.,111dlarget
 telecomrnunica-
tnins onyx is after AT&T Corp. It 




















gives SBC and 
Pacific 
Telesis
 greater size and 
financial 
power to offer a broader 
range (it 
communications  services. 
something
 made possible hs the 
law. 
The two companies
 are among 
seven fomied from 
the  1984 break-
up of the old Bell 
System monop-
oly. Together,
 dies serve the two 
largest 
states. California and Texas, 
and
 will have 30 
million  phone 
The merged 
company will take 
the SBC name 
and be led by 
SBC  
chairman and 
chief  executive offi-
cer, Edward E. Whitacrek. 
Pacific  
Telesis chairman and 
CEO Phil 








SBC  will 






operating  cash 
flow
 of $9 billion, 
and income 1 almost $3 billion. 
Although lot al Bell phone com-
panies were not 
previously  prohib-





environment  that has 
made it more 





that prevented long 
distance  com-
panies from entering
 the local 
phone business








 adding up 
Some 
consumers  



















their hank's own system. 
" fins is an April
 Fool's joke to the 









 going to go away. -
The charge is a result of decisions last 
cat hs two major ATM systems operat-
d In Visa International and 
MasterCard
 International. N'isa 
did not 
et
 a maximum fee that could be 
barged but 
sal.
 I soects banks to 
it 
ge 25 r. enr, per transaction 
for :ILK 
IIIIICS not owned  by then bank.
 
Some consumers
 could end up get-
ting charged twice.
 Until now, ATM 
users typically 
were charged an 
average  
95 cents per transaction 
by their own 
bank, if they 




 time in most states, 
consumers may 
have to pay 
two fees, one to their 
own 
bank and one to the
 owner of the bank 
machine. 
"This amounts to a secret
 double 
whammy  on 
bank customers," said 
Schumer,  who has proposed a 
bill  that 
would require 
ATMs
 to disclose how 
much they're 
charging  and give the 
cus-






 ATM Network and the 
MasterCard -Cirrus 
ATM Network both 
require banks 
that levy surcharges to 
post signs
 at the ATM and notify cus-
tomers on 
the ATM screen that they 
face an additional fee. 
A Schumer 
spokesman
 said he's aware of 
these 
efforts, but that Schumer wants the dis-
closure written into law. 
The first place consumers
 might 
notice the charges is while on vacation. 
Banks want to charge 
fees at ATMs 
located in tourist 
areas.  
Banks lobbied Visa to 
lift  its ban on 
ATM 
surcharges because they want 
to 
levy fees at ATMs located in hotels 
and  
resorts,  convention
 centers and highway 
rest stops. These ATMs 
are  convenient 
to customers
 but expensive for banks to 
operate.
 
At the urging of local banks, 15 
states 
already had made 
ATM surcharges legal 
 several within the last year. Those 
states were Alabama, Arkansas, 
Georgia,  
Idaho, 
Louisiana,  Maine, Mississippi, 
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, and 
Wyoming, according to the American 
Bankers Association. 













rain. es of lite Oakland Tribune 
Mondas  to protest the firing of colum-
nist Bill %%song. 
( :limiting "We want Ball" the racially.  
diserse







gathering in support of the 54-year -old 
Wimg. who 
was among a handful of 
Asian-Aii,  dean columnists at major 
metropolit.in  





 Jerry Brown, 
%list-
 home. :Ind the headquarters for 
his group We The 
People.  is near the 
newspaper  






"If you want to sell any pap.' s 
you'd better respect the people
 that Inr 
in this city because you are a 
sent
 . 
tiot sonie kind of colonial
 power,-  said 
Brown. 
Officials at Alameda Newspaper 
Group,  which saved the Tribune front 
folding by purchasing it in 1992, did 
not return telephone calls to The 
Associated Press seeking comment on 
the rally. 
But in a letter to readers that ran on 
the front
 page Monday, Tribune Editor 
Tint Graham defended the firing as a 
"very painful decision" brought on by 
economic realities, not racial considera-
illijVi, . . 









//httl.rnftt telecom/  
nuns.
 
Graham said the Tribune, like other 
newspapers, has been forced to deal 
with rising newsprint prices and soft 
advertising revenues. 
Six editorial positions have been 
eliminated at the Tribune during the 
current budget year. Graham said. He 
noted that many other newspapers 
have had to eliminate jobs, facing the 
same economic pressures. 
Graham said critics have "recklessly 
and unfairly," questioned the Tribune's 
commitment to diversity. 
He said people of color account for 
about 30 percent of the Tribune's edito-
rial staff, including a department head, 
by the law to offer 
phone service. 









and lower -cost 
operations,  a sub-
stantial financial 
base
 quality and 
new,




 to success in the 
marketplace,"
 
Quigley  said in a statement. 
The terms of the 
deal
 call for 




 0.733 shares of SBC stock 
for each of their shares.
 Based on 
last week's stock prices, Pacific 
Telesis shareholders would receive 
SBC stock worth about 




ers would own about 66 percent of 
the combined company and 
34 
percent would be held by Pacific 
Telesis investors. 
The corporate headquarters for 
the combined company will 
be
 in 
San Antonio, where SBC
 has been 
based since 1993. 
A 




took out an ad against the 
More than two dozen 
plan in the San Jose 












unmarried  couples 
proposal
 
when it comes 
County
 s 
plan  to 
recog- 
before the Board of 
nize unmarried couples, including gays and 
lesbians.
 
The proposal by county Supervisor Mike 
Honda would let 
unmarried
 couples living 
together to register as domestic partners. 
Several other cities, including San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Sacramento, Berkeley and Palo 
Alto, have similar registries.
 
The domestic -partner designation is sym-
bolic, carrying no legal weight. 
But opponents say recognition of same -







push it off and 
hope
 
we go away, 
said 
Richard Kennedy, 
pastor of Los Gatos 
Christian Church. 
"But I assure you, we 
will not go away." 
His church and 
28 
others
 in the county 




and  last week 
Los Gatos Christian Church pastor 
 99 
46   
They may just push it off and 
hope we go away. But I assure you, 
we will not go 
away. 
Supervisors.  
The county's Human Relations 
Commission discussed the plan last week 
and will do so again on April 23. 
It will then forward its recommendation 
to the 
supervisors.  
The county already gives some recogni-
tion to same -sex couples by extending bene-
fits to partners of county employees. The 
San Jose Unified School District recently 
decided to extend benefits to unmarried 
couples, gay and straight. 





ty's attempt to for-
bid discrimina-





Richard Kennedy such a 
measure,  
but voters later 
overturned it. 
Fast-food




A  cursory check of 
the Liberty Bell on 
Monday
 found no trace of 
taco juice on the iron,
 no Burrito Supremes in 
the crack. 
No, Taco Bell didn't buy 
the Liberty Bell. 
In an April Fools' Day 
joke, the fast-food 
chain
 took out full -page ads
 in eight newspa-
pers announcing that 
it had purchased 
America's symbol of freedom 





 will henceforth be 
called,
 the ads 
said,
 the Taco 
Liberty
 Bell. 
By noon  the traditional
 time for confes-
sions
 the company came 
clean. The bell will 
remain
 in its home outside
 Independence 
Hall, and 
the Irvine, Calif., 
company will 
donate 
























Apply for an Apple Computer Loan. Get a Mac; Pay later. 
Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose State students! 
Apply for 





 needs visit 
Spartan
 Bookstore Computer Department




 to change 
without
 notice. See store for 
details.  
Limited  availability on certain products. 
(That's just the price. Wait until you experience the multimedia.) 
Power User 
7100/711  




When you buy a Macintosh' computer,  you're buying some of the most 
advanced multimedia capabilities you can get in a computer.  With built-in 
stereo sound, video graphics and animation, Macintosh is an easy way to 
bring your work to life. And there's no better time to start creating that work 
than right now.  Because we're offering special campus savings on selected 
Macintosh computers and Apple' printers. With the sight, sound and 
motion of a Mac; it won't just be your eyes and ears that are blown
 away. 
Your professors 
will be blown away too. So visit us today, and 
look into the power of Macintosh. The power to 
be your best! 
Power Mae 7900/100 
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